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ISM-11598 Wrong profile alignment suggestions for plugin groups Bug 

Under certain configurations, Active Directory groups defined in plugin provisioning steps from other resources 
may be suggested during profile alignment. This is the case when the resources use the same resource 
options. 

 

ISM-11594 Secure log4j library Bug 

Vulnerable classes (CVE-2019-17571, CVE-2021-4104) have been removed from the log4j library. tenfold itself 
is not vulnerable in the default configuration. To exploit the vulnerabilities, an attacker would have had to modify 
configuration files on the server. 

 

ISM-11584 Person lifecycle job stops working Bug 

The job that automatically processes person lifecycle changes stops working as soon as it is started once 
without a working database connection. 

 

ISM-11582 Calls to the Microsoft Graph API result in timeout exceptions Bug 

Calls to the Microsoft Graph API may result in timeout exceptions. 

 

ISM-11578 Ticket system integration: Tickets created for scheduled requests Bug 

Tickets are created for scheduled requests which should not be the case. 

 

ISM-11568 Error when closing activity via link Bug 

An error may occur when a link to close an activity is clicked multiple times in a short time period. 

 

ISM-11566 Error saving notification template with long description Bug 

An error occurs when a notification template is saved with a description that is too long. 

 

ISM-11564 Error deleting application privileges from profile Bug 

An error occurs when application privileges are deleted from a profile for resources using advanced privilege 
management using the dialog. 

 

ISM-11562 Exchange connection test fails Bug 

The Exchange connection test fails if the first returned mailbox is disabled. 

 

ISM-11558 Errors using Import plugin 5.0 or greater on tenfold 21.3.3 on Oracle Bug 

An error related to database column data types occurs when using a new Import plugin version greater than 
5.0 on tenfold 21.3.3 on Oracle databases. 

 

ISM-11552 Error displayed for future change with region Bug 

An empty error is displayed on the tenfold start page if there is a future change that modifies the person's 
region. 
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ISM-11549 Exchange: Use mailbox GUID instead of SMTP address while mapping user Bug 

In certain situations, the mailbox GUID is used for mapping users instead of the SMTP address to improve 
accuracy. 

 

ISM-11547 "View Profile Assignment" screen does not consider organization-dependent 
privilege 

Bug 

The "View Profile Assignment" screen does not evaluate organization-dependent privileges correctly. 

 

ISM-11544 Error displayed after future change request for person type is executed Bug 

An error is displayed on the tenfold start page after a future person change request is executed that changes 
the person's type. 

 

ISM-11533 BPMN gateway evaluates conditions for resource options incorrectly Bug 

Under certain circumstances, conditions for resource options are evaluated incorrectly by a BPMN gateway. 

 

ISM-11529 Wrong status for scheduled requests created by profile assignment with new 
date field 

Bug 

If a profile is requested with the new "Scheduled date for profile content" date field, the newly created requests 
get the status "Scheduled" instead of "Unapproved".  

 

ISM-11527 Automatic role assignment based on Active Directory group memberships fails Bug 

In certain constellations, the matching of role assignments based on Active Directory group memberships fails. 
As a result, new persons do not get tenfold roles assigned. 

 

ISM-11518 "Remove directory" timeout setting for file server agent causing error Bug 

The "Remove directory" timeout setting for a file server agent is counted in milliseconds instead of minutes. 

 

ISM-11514 Missing "Day of the month" information in recertification policy description Bug 

On the recertification policy overview page, the "Day of the month" information is not displayed correctly in 
certain constellations. 

 

ISM-11570 Improved approval context loading performance Feature 

The performance of loading approval contexts when there are approval context tasks has been improved. 

 

ISM-11516 Improve Field Rules loading performance Feature 

The performance of loading Field Rules has been improved. 

 

 


